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Health Center
stirs chaos first
weel(s
By Tori Jepson
staff writer

You cough. You sneeze. It is
familiar to any college student ...
then come those dreaded words.
You're getting sick. You turn to
Student Health Services.
The walk to Oak Residence
Hall 106 from the dorm wasn't so
bad, but since Sept. 21, the location changed to the new Health
Center across University Boulevard. All on-campus dwellers received notices in our boxes that
. Student Health Services moved
across from the soon-to be-finished
Welcome Center.
What used to be just Student
Health Services all by itself, now
shares a building with Occupational Medical Service, formally
known as A.S.A.P., which may be
a good thing. Both groups are now
owned and controlled by Conway
Hospital, but that is not to say that
health services on campus will
change. Students will still be able
to receive the same amount of care,
if not more, from this arrangement.
Rather than just having the school's
nurse, Kris Cudney, there is also a
doctor in house.
A student can expect to spend
anywhere from 20 minutes to an
hour wait for the first couple of
weeks.
"Once we get used to the surrounding and settled in and establish a routine, the wait time should
drop," said Cudney.
When you feel that fever coming and start to sniffle don't wait,
just head on over to the Student
Health Center for help to feeling
better.

An evening of casual dining
and praise marked the plans for
South Carolina's first statue devoted to African American history
on a state's capitol ground .
Coastal Carolina University
and Pi Kappa Phi fraternity welcomed Rep. Gilda Cobb Hunter
and staff along with South
Carolina's most prominent citizens to the occasion on ept. 26.
The monument reveals several themes in American history
from slave transport to present
day "assimilation." Concrete wall ,
six to 10ft. high, border the
monument each depicting a egment of African American history.
In the center, ~ limestone podium
stands, containing a map of African slave trade from present day
Africa to Charleston. Imbedded in
the monument's floor is a bronze
replica of an early "tightly packed"
slave ship.
The monument, although
beautiful in theory, cannot be completed without financial backing.
In 1994, the S.c. General Assem
Continued on page 6
See "Monument"

Costa
By Rebecca Williams
for the Chanticleer

These are just a few things
that students said when they returned from CCU's Maymester
Study Abroad Program in Costa

The model of the African American emona to be erected on t e
ground of the state house in Co umbia as presented Tuesday,
September 26, at a reception in the Wall Board Room.
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Rica. Previously an average of 5 or
6 students a year traveled together
as a group on the trip to Costa Rica.
However, this past Maymester, a
record 17 students were enticed to
enroll by an added incentive: Spanish 201 was offered. The trip 'a

CoeIrteey

The volcano is just one of the many sights observed by
pants in the Coasta Rican study abroad trip.

Continued on p
17
See
til Rica ~I
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Results tallied, but elections continue
By Joey Mostella
staff writer
There was an exponential increase in voting turn-outs thi year
for the class elections, which were
held Oct. 26 and 27.
First I would like to note that
there were several positions that
could not be decided for one reason or another. Class president and
class enator were the two postions
in these elections. Jennifer Overholt
won sophomore class pre ident
,vith 16 extra vote , while Jatana
Brown was slightly behind. J.J.
Brow received recognition in thi
election as well.
Devra Blanden won junior
class president. There were several

write-in votes for this position, including Taysha Alston, Brian Ebugh
and Chris Moore. Kathleen
Matheny won senior class president, while Matthew Banton, Kim
Fore, West Ince, Joev Peele and
Heidi Stephenski rec~ived writein votes.
Freshman class president can t
be decided due to a tie bv Matt
Czvornyek and John Har~imon,
with 36 votes each. Write-in votes
for this position included IGmberl)'
Johnson, Matt Guest, Arthur Ashe
and Jennifer Goodman. The runoff election will be held on Oct. 3
and 4 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Shawn Passwaters won
sophmore class senator with 70
votes. Katasha Blackwell received
a 'write-in vote for this position. The

new junior class senator is Heather
Young with 40 votes. Ted Beaucky,
Allison Dalo, April Pini and
Kayatta Scott all received write-in
vote for this position.
There were no candidates for
senior class senator and elections
are still in the planning process.
Colleen Byan, Verneatha Doctor,
Julie Martin, BTianne Meagher,
10rrell Mitchell, Shashanda
ick on and \Vest Ince received
write-in votes for this position.
Heidi Stephenski received two
write-in votes and both Allison
Joslvn and Kavatta Scott received
thr~e votes ea~h for thi position.
Some of the students mentioned in this election could not run
for class elections because they al-

ready have stipend positions. Several students ran for freshman class
senator which included Marshall
Matters, A hley Parker, Jason
oble, Arthur Ashe and Jennifer
Goodman who tied with one vote.
Kri tin IGerman is the new fre hman class senator who won with 27
votes.
There,'a a much better turn
out at clas elect4Dn this year than
in the last, but there is till much
room for improvement. The fre hman clas greatl r contributed to
class elections this year.
Elections for fre hman class
president and senior class senator
will be Oct. 3 and 4. Your vote is
your voice on campus. Don't let
your voice go unheard.

Fate of trees fall
to more visibility
By Rebecca Parker
staff writer

As you drive down U.S. 501 and turn into Coastal.
do you ever notice all the beautiful tree that lIne the
road? Well, .'ou had better stan because they might
not be there for much longer. At this time, there are
plans to cut down th trees between U.S. 501 and the
new Welcome Center.
Currently, there are no plans to build on the land
for a few years, but the trees will be cut so there will
be a view of the Welcome Center from the highway.
Administration hopes this will bring more visitors and
pro pective student to the campus.
, orne student and faculty do not want to sec
thi \ ooded area be cut down. One student organization, SEA (Students for Environmental Action), has
taken a stand and staned a petitlon. \Vhether the p tition doe an' good will be <;een m the future, but
one student that signed said, &#8220;lf they are not
going to build anything on it right awa..: then what is
the point of getting rid of all those trees. There is a
big sign out by the road already Is there really a need
to cut down the tre s to let people know that Coastal
is over here?&#8221;
You have probably already noticed that most of
the land the campus is built on doe not drain very
well. This portion of propen. . ' may not even be able
to support a building, and if the area is cleared erosion
may occur before omething is built on it. Coastal
administration is looking into all these factor before
a decision is made, and only time will tell what is to
become of this area of land.

308 Main Street. Conway, SC 29526
GREG SMITH

&
ETIelA SMITH

Phone: (843) 248-9896
Or: (843) 488-9897
Fax: 488-0445
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Oailv lunch Specials
Served 11:00 AM-3:00 PM
Bring ad in for a
FREE pastry or donut!

Call and inquire about our delicious
luncheon specialtiesl
AI/luncheon specialties served with Pasta

Salad and Homemade Sourdough bread
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S.T.A.R. sweeps garbage fro
By Candace Davis
staff writer

When you think of a day at
the beach, your mind i filled with
thoughts of the sun beaming down
on vour shoulder and sand beneath
yo~r feet. The temperature and
weather is nice enough for laying
out playing' beach volleyball, or
swimming in the ocean.
For the five S.TA.R. (Studen
Taking Active Re pon ibility) '01unteer who headed to Myrtle
Beach on Saturday, ept. 30 the
goal for the day wa not fun in the
un. The objecth e for the day wa
o collect as much tra h from the
be ch line as po sible. S arting
around a.m. the worker began
. combing the beach for an approximate l/2-mile distance from the
Pavilion.
"I did not think there would
be too much trash to pick up on
the beach. There ended up being
way more than I expected, .. said
senior Allison Josl 'Il, co-coordinator of the S.T.A.R. volunteer group.
During the approximate three
hours, the group spent cleaning the
beach, they collected over 40 lbs.
of trash. The largest items found
abandoned among the dunes were
an air duct and a cooler. Full and
partial bottles of alcohol were also
strewn across the sand.
"The biggest problem I found
on the beach was the amount of
cigarette butts everywhere. I spend
most of my time cleaning one area
of only a few feet near the Pavil-

ion. I picked up over
600 cigarette butts in
that smaJI radiu ,"
commented sophomore Aundrea Rue,
another coordinator
of the S.TA.R. group.
The S.T.A.R.
volunteers al 0 commented that e er:one can do their part
in keeping he beach
clean. Among the adIce vas to not di card 'our trash on
the beach. There are
trashcan placed e 'ery so often along th
shoreline so there IS
no excuse to litter.
Furthermore, the
group encourages everyone that smoke
Ca dace Oa
to thrown a, 'av their Along the sand, Daniel Jernigan recorded beach litter such as clgare e butts
cigarette butt' in a pape cups and bottles for the annual Beach Sweep a
e rna i g 0 Sep. 30
nearby trashcan orto
not moke on the
beach at all. The butts will only be dos along the beach," said enior '\olunteer are needed
swept into the ocea!, to pollut; the Kelly Smith.
"I beli r tha w dId a reall '
The group \ 'as excited about great job seemg that
water. And who wants to be swimonl ' had
ming at the beach and see trash their accomplishment, ,et they
l'e volun eers ho ' up for hI
were also a little di enchanted. community ervice pr . ct. I enfloat past their face? ,
"For the most pan, the trash Though the temperature wa 1m 'er courage anyone ,ho wi he 0 l '
found along the beach was typical. than usual near the end of Sep- back to the communit to attend
I was surprised at how little the tember, the S.TA.R. volunteers ex- the S.T.A.R. meeting. We ne d
hotels cleaned up the beach prop- pected a better turnout for the student participation 0 e can beerty behind their establishments. Beach Sweep. In order for projects come involved with more pro-ects,
We found the most trash in areas of this nature to be succes ful many
aid Joslyn.
directly behind the hotels and con-

Philosophy Club discusse t e afte
By Matt King

for the Chanticleer
Suppose you were to survive
your death as a tree, would this
prospect make you feel any better
about your unavoidable encounter
with death? It is a question most
people rarely think about, but philosophers have been puzzled by it
for centuries.
The prospects of surviving
death was also the topic of the philosophy club discussion on campus on Sept. 2B. The club invited
CCU philosophy professor Nils
Rauhut.
Rauhut argued that the belief

that one can survive one's death
involves a logical contradiction.
"To believe that you - as the person
who is sitting here right now - will
hop around in a thousand years is
as meaningful as to believe that
2+2 = 7. It simply makes no sense,"
he said.
He based his argument on a
strict view of personal identity.
"It does not comfort me,"
Rauhut said, "to think that an immaterial soul will survive my death
unless it is clear that this immaterial thing is actually me. But how
could it be possible that I am the
same thing which cannot smell. eat
or go for run?"

Your ad could be here.

call 349-238

Rauhut's presentation was followed by a lively debate.
Heather Steere, a senior English major, pointed out that the
afterlife presupposed a very estern notion of self, and that Eastern
religions develop a very different
view of the afterlife.
Scotty Bryant, a junior computer science major, expressed worries about the consequences of
adopting a skeptical stance. "If
people lose their hope for an afterlife, they might decide to become
really selfish and pleasure oriented," he said.
But not everyone agreed with
this assessment. Billy Kelly, a jun-

ior English major,ob erved, "If on
becomes convinced that thi life is
indeed all there i , it migh actually motivate us to take every day
as seriousl a it hould be taken.
We might stop wa ting our live ."
The philo oph club invite
speakers twice a month.
The next di cus ion on Oct.
12 will deal with the natur of
mathematical objects. CCU mathematics profe sor. Fu urn Akman,
will be the main peaker.
For more iflformation about
the club, contact teven Carr via email at mythos@gat ·ay.ne
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I read the article on tr'e student ID's and I
agree very much. Do we have no rights to
privacy? I believe that Coastal has personal ID
number for every student. When you print
out your schedule both the SSN and the peronallD number are on there. The SS 's are
not only printed on the ID's. I remember when
I was a freshman living in the dorms I got a
look at the student Ii ting and realized when 1
saw my name that my social security number
was printed right next to it. I'm not sure if
this is still like that but the important thing i
that: I) These number are being flashed all
over the campus to anyone working in the library, student life, etc. and 2) I was just a resident and I saw the listing with everyone's SSN
on it.
Students must be responsible for their private matters, however, this does not mean that
the school should make it as difficult as possible for students to ensure that these privacy
concerns are being met. I don't feel comfortable that my information is being posted all
over the school for just about anyone to see.

There are a lot of great people at Coastal, but
as in any place with large numbers of people
who have access to personal information
That being the case, I think Coa tal need
to do whatever it can do to ensure that the
students personal information is being held to
as high of a private level as it can be held. As
of right now they are not living up to that standard, and it is just a matter of time before someone misuses information obtained through the
school and the school will have a legitimate
lawsuit slapped against them. At best once this
happens the chool can expect to settle out of
court for a fairly large sum of money and the
embarrassment that will inevitably cause potential students to look elsewhere in search of
a college that will be more concerned for their
education and their privacy as well.
I would hope that Coastal will take this
article and consider changing their policy before it gets to that point. It would say a lot for
the school. Come on Coastal, get with it and
do something right!

•

Tim Becker
Coastal Student

On Campus Location

Student Center 203
Mailing Address

PO Box 261954
Conwa " SC 29528
Website

[ COMMENTARY]

Be all that y~u can be

http://was.coastal.edu/ci
E-mail

chan ticleer@ccucs.coastaI.edu
New Office

(843) 349-2330
•

Bu iness Office

(843) 349-2380

•

Meetings are heJd Fridays at
2:30 pm in the Chanticleer
office, Room 203 of the
Student Center.

•

Letters to the eduor and submission
are welcome from the CCU community. All
submissions houJd not e cecd 300 words
and must mclude name, phone number. and
affiliatIOn to the unlvcr it~ $ubmls 1011 does
not guarantee pub'lcation"

OIantlCker reserves the right to edit for
libel, style and space
Articles and editorials in OIanticlt-er do
not necessarily express the opinions of the
uruversity's student body, administration.
faculty. or staff.
Adveniscments an: paid advertisments
and reflect the views and opinions of the
adveniser. not OIantIClur or Coastal Carolina
University.

Joey Mostella
staff writer

As I look around campus, I notice the
lack of involvement among students at
Coastal.
One thing that 1've noticed i the SGA
elections. In the past, voting has been a
problem and very few students vote in these
elections. Tho e that vote will determine the
future of our voice here at CCU. Voting is a
necessity in order to have the best leader hip.
Coa tal ha some of the be t leader I have
ever had the plea ure to know, but they can't
do all the \ 'ork. SGA is your voice, don't be
silent!
Here at CCU, we have more than 50
interesting clubs and organizations from
which to choose, yet J see the same people
involved in all of them. I am very proud to
sav I attend CCU, and I try to be involved in
se~eral organizati<ms. Parti~ipating in the
activities designed by these clubs and
organizations is your right and privilege. I
urge each student at Coastal to visit the
Office of Student Activities to find out what
organizations we have here at CCU. There is
an organization or club for everyone. At
Coastal we have clubs for activities like scuba
and fishing to clubs emphasizing particular
scholastic interest..such as Society?f the

Undersea World (SUW) and the Biology
Club. These clubs engage in activities such as
camping trips to Waite I land and getaway ..
They also inform students about career
possibilities.
Greek life is another fantastic option for
all students. Rush is once a semester and no
obligations go into the. e events. Rush gives
students the opportunity to meet the Greeks
in an informal setting . Greek life has been
seen as an act of eparatism, when in fact
Greek life emphasizes individualit rand elfappreciation. I promise that each student
who takes part in Ru h will take from it
friendships and insight on the Greek community.
There are 41 club on campus, excluding
SGA, social fraternities, sororities and honor
societies, and I'm sure that everyone will find
the organization that's right for them. For
those of you not interested in any groups on
campus, you may visit the Office of Student
Activities to start a club of your own. Jen
Overholt, a member of SGA and the sorority
Sigma Sigma Sigma commented, "By getting
involved you can meet many new people and
state your voice on campus. "

PERFORMING
CANDIDATES
You can't believe
everything on TV

F

rom appearing on Letterman
and Leno to the talk how cir
cuit, presidential candidates are
going to great lenghts this year. The
idea i to appeal to a many different
audience. a po ible, including college
students.
V\'hen MTV a ked AI Gore to conduct a town hall meeting, he obliged,
seeing an opP9rtunity to WIn the
'young' voter.
With our vote yet
undecided, I think Bu h WIll oon follow suit.
Gore conducted a to TI
hall meeting a part of MTV's 'Choo e
or Lose' campaign. Gore did an amazing job re ponding to the questions he
was asked, but don't be fooled: those
questions were carefully screened to
give Gore the ability to look so flawless.
Pardon me for asking for a nice
impartial and unstaged round table.
That's not at all what MTV presented
with their town hall meeting. Staged
events like the televised Q&A only
diservice impressionable minds like
ours. College students today are an audience of perfonnance watchers. Many
students vote for the best performance,
not nece sarily for the be t platfonn
for issues which they believe in.
Gore's performance on MTV was
flawle s. As for the creened questions,
I am appalled. The forum'wa h-eld
behind clo ed doors to a small audience, whIch could never adequately
query the vice president's stance. I
per onally would like to view an unbia ed, open audience question and answer with the candidates.
If I remember correctly, when
George W Bush visited our campus
back in February, there were no line
screening the audience, there were no
special arrangements to be allowed to
a k a que tion, and mo t of all there
were no dodges of legitiment questions
by the candidate .

For the time being, lets look ah ad
to the (hopefull ' unscreened) debates
which will begin on and make up our
minds to vote in the election ahead.
Exercise your right: Vote. If you're
not registered, its not too late. If you're
out of state, apply for an absentee ballot. For information on all this and
more visit http://www.coastal.edu/
page!Jvoting.html.

Please feel free to respond to me at
phsellers@hotTrulil.com. I welcome all opinions.
Philip Sellers
~
0 in Chief
. . _ ,.....

• ...aT.
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NICOLE SER\'ICE

SUNDAY
NIGHTS

.FREE?
Swing dancing at
Rivoli could be
your answer

I

f you answered that question
with an exclamatory "Yes," I
have good news for you. Well, if
you like to dance and are interested in
trying new things.
The newest club to hit the beach
is called Beach Place (formerly
Yesterday's Nitelife) and its now ope~
to the public. A group of friends and I
decided to try this place out.
We showed up Sunday night and
entered Beach Place like we, 'ould any
other club. We got our wristbands at
the counter and entered the club
room, newly dubbed" Rivoli Theater."
We were very happily surprised to find
the old Yesterday's club transformed
into a very classy place, with special
liKhting for that intimate effectJ beautiful carpeting and foliage, and a dance
floor begging to be danced on. But the
best part, in my opinion was the stage,
which was being occupied by a 17piece band, known as 'S\\ringtime."
They played awe orne ets, including
amazing arrangement of Count Basie
and Duke Ellington songs. as well as
pieces by other infamous artists.
My friend and I had already
danced for hours by the time we even
realized that more than five minutes
had gone by. I'd definitely recommend
Beach Place on Sunday nights to anyone looking to have an awesome time,
meet new people, and become cultured, all for the small price of $4 per
person. So, girls grab your flapper
dresses, guys throw on those zoot
suits, and get out on that dance floor
and prove that our generation hasn't
forgotten about the grand days of the
yester-years.
Aundrea Rue
staff writer

What's p
Off the wall commentary about weird sights at ceu
Let me stan by saying that I love this
campus. Out of all the colleges I've
visited, this is definitely one of the
prettiest. There's not an abundance of
litter, there are lots of trees and water, and
the buildings are clean and neat. It's
really a nice place to be. But it doesn't
take someone even emi-ob ervational to
realize that we have some weird Sights
around Coastal.

I'll start with the artwork on the lawn
between the Singleton Building and th
library. There are six sculptures left over
from an art show last spring. I'm
definitely not an arnst, 0 1 can't critique
the work nor would I attempt to, but what
are tney doing there? Two of my colleagues, Colin and Heather, and I decided
to figure out what the are.
The giant silver poles all leaning
together either make a teepee or a giant
game of pick-up ticks. The pick-up ticks
theo y was quickly refuted when ve
realized the poles definitely cannot be
removed. The triangular yellm r thin
might be a chair, but it is not exactly a
prime sitting spot. Bees varm around it,
and you can't help but slip off to the
right. The two pink sculpture both have
underlying exual connotations: th light
pink one is a placenta, and the oth r one
is two ets of lip kissing (make that out
to be whatever you want) or a shrine to
Korn. The green piece i either seaweed
or an old, moldy curly fry. The red,
white, and blue work is a comple.· gaming
system for bean bags and ring tos , and it
Unites the Power of Achievement (of fun
and games). vVe thought the final
structure might be a tomb, but we
discovered that there is nothing in it. It is
without a doubt a cookie jar. I don't
mean to make fun, but what are they
doing there? I'm not against modem art,
but someone needs to put up a sign
explaining why they are there.
And everyone ees that big gazebo
thing that appears on every official
Coastal document. Did vou know that it
is actually located behind the Admissions
Building? It's called the Atheneum, and
it is Greek for "where .~amed persons
meet and discuss." Colin, Heather and I
decided that we're learned, so let's meet
and discuss. We decided that smart
Greeks must be really short because the
table is really low to the ground. There
are also two smaller tables outside the
actual structure, and it was decided that
those are for the people who are smart,
but not quite smart enough to sit in the
shade. The Atheneum provided quality

shade and breeze on a very muggy da ,
which is a definite plu. I, 'ould hang
out there for that reason alone. But
hardly anyone know about it, and no one
seemed to notice that we were
there. Although we didn' di cus
anything profound (by th wa ~ w 're ure
that pepper is the main ingredient in
pepperoni), we decided that we Ii d the
Atheneum and would meet there more
often. Since we have a place th t nice on
campus, students should utilize it. After
aI], if no one is e rer there, it i just a
strange addition to the building ern
from the gym.

den Center

Have an of 'ou ever valked aero
the pipe bridg ? It is a thin pip VIth a
piece 0 wood on top of it, and it Ie d
from the parkin lot of the Scienc
Building, through th tree, and to th
back entrance of th Student Cent r: B~
far, it is my favorite part of i entire
campus. If ou ha'e never cm ed 1 , It i
right b hind the el ctric 0 I trongl.
recommend gi ring it a try. Onc you 0
pipe-walking, regular !king just on't
be the same.
My propo is that w pu pIpe
bridges everywh r . An plac th t ou
can 0 by u ing a regular bridge, there
should be an altemau' rout ia pip
bridge. We could al d in tall pipe bridg
over th small ·alley all 0 er campu
that are for, 'ater drainage.
0 one Ii
to walk across tho e, and a pipe bridge
vould be 0 con~enient. Of cour • \l'
would have to put in t vo in every place
that we would normally put one b cau
this entire establishment is frighteningl
s mmetricaI.
Seriously. take a 100 around
sometime. It's like something out of th
T"rilight Zone. I thin - the pip bridg
additions would without a doubt m
Coastal Carolina University one of th
most, if not the most, recog'nizable
universities in this entire counuy If
we're going to be eird, we migh as well
go all out, right? And trust m , once
you've tried the original pipe bridg for
yourself, this will not seem at all crazy. In
fact, this might be the most logical idea
I've had in awhile. After the pipe bridg s
are added, the beautiful artwork ( hich I
happen to like) is labeled, and there are
actually tudents straigh chillin' in th
Atheneum, our campus will be the greatest
in the United States. But if we don't do
something soon, people viII just 100 at
some of the strange thing we have h
and say. "What's up with that?

I
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Pi I(appa Phi gives
to history

.SUNDAYSCatholic Campus Ministry Association meets
every Sunday for Mass at 7:30 p .m. in the
Admissions Building 005 . Call 349·230L
.MONDAYS·
Student Gt)vern~nt Association Senate
meets e~ry Monday at 3 p.m . in WaIl309.
Call 349-2355.
BSU. Baptist Student Union, meets ~ery
Monday at 6:30 p.m. in Studfflt Cent.er 208 .
Can 349-2301 .
Pep Band, or University Band, meets every
Monday at 7 p.m. in the Admissions Building 005. Call3.49-230L
.:ruESDAYS·
Tempo, student featured magazine. meets every Tuesday at 3. p.m. in Student Center 204
Call 349-2396.
Coastal Productil)nsBoaxd meets every Tuesday at 4 p .m. in the Student Center. clu 3492326.
·WEDNESDAYS·
ODK, Omicron Delta Kappa. meets at 7:30
a.m. the first. and third Wednesday of every
month in Student Center 208. Next. me~ng

Monument
Continued from page I
bly passed an act to enable the production of a monument on the
Sumpter Street side of Columbia's
state house_ Although official legislation permitted construction,
capital for the project was another
story. To raise enough money, approximately $1.1 million, a financial committee was assigned to
complete this complicated task.
Due to overwhelming public interest and charitable hearts, an astonishing $1.12 million has been collected.
Pi Kappa Phi is helping raise
funds for the expensive venture.
Led by President Kevin Cox, the
fraternity appealed to CCU personnel and students through catchy
invitations and frequent collections.
'1\lthough Coastal's staff provided a large percentage of the proceeds, students also contributed;
prOviding over $300," said Cox.
In the end, Pi Kappa Phi collected a total of $2100, which was
$100 more than expected.
The general public and government both agree the memorial is a
great idea. Students feel the monu-

will IX! Oct. 4.
African American Association meets ~ery
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in Student. Center

208. CaJ1349.23.0 L
STAR. Students Taking Active R.esponsibitty,

meets every Wednesday at 6 p.m . in Student
Cem~204 .

Campus~®\m

3,2000

caU34'h2337.
·THURSDAYS·

Outdoor Adventure Club meets every Thurs·
11 :30 a.m. in Student Cen'ter 204.

day at

Call 349-2301.

fCA. fdlowship.of Christian Athletes. meets
every Thwsday at 6:30 p.m. in Student Cen208. Call 340·2301.
·FRIDAYS.
Chanticleer. studen.t newspaper, meets every
Friday at 2t30 p.rn.. in S udent Cent~204 .
ter

Call 349·2330.

•• List,YDMr cblb's " «gaizatiO'1 '5 meeting time
E'mAII cM'IflitkO@CClKS.COIlStal.edu OF

for ftU~

tMI349-2330.

ment is an excellent educational
and historical addition to the state
house grounds.
"The memorial is an excellent
idea," said Franklin Ellis, a senior
student at CCU . "I'm proud
Coastal students took such an active role in its production. It's a
reminder to all Americans, not just
African Americans, of how far
we've corne as a nation."
Michele Ward, SGA Secretary
and junior at CCU, was "astonished
by the beauty and educational
value" of the memorial. She said the
bronze slave ship is her favorite
part because it provides an up-close
view, which no book can fully de·
scribe.
Although publicly approved
and financially supported, the African American Memorial has not
been fully completed. Due to exces·
sive rainfall and snags in construction, the monument's expected due
date has been postponed. When
weather distractions and other related circumstances are overcome,
the memorial is expected to be a
complete success.

Glory and Praise!

Chanticleer

Light the Night
Continued from page I
lic School in Myrtle
Beach and is friends with
the son of Barbara
Driver, who is CCU's senior accountant.
Founded in 1949,
the society is the largest
private organization
dedicated -·to finding
cures for blood-related
cancers. Together with 58
chapters, the society
generates public awareness, attracts professional
and volunteer resources,
and raises funds through
events, such as Light the
Night. In 1999, $107
million was raised by the
society's efforts.
"One motivation is
simple, by continuing
our efforts, we not only
combat the nation's
number one disease killer
of children - we also act
as a source of hope for 632,000 individuals presently living with
leukemia, lymphona, Hodgkin's diseased or myeloma in our country," stated the society's website at www.1ightthenight.org.
Through research support, government advocacy, patient assistance, community outreach, and education for health professionals,
the society fulfills its mission of curing and caring.
The walk will begin at the Pavilion at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 5, with
.
registration at 6:30 p.m.

Tbe Writing Center
... because wrIters need readers.

Sunday Evening Campus

Mass
Oct. 8
()ct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

5
12
26
3

,., ..

., ..... ......... .

"The last thing one settles,
in writing a book is what
one should put in first. "
-Pascal

'to

T

7:30 p.m.

he introduction is the first thing that a person reads when they pick up a piece of writing;
therefore, it is very important for your introduction to be strong and intere ting. A lot of
times, the introduction is the hardest part of your paper to write becau e you aren't ure what
you are going to say until you actually get into your research and start writing. Feel free to put
off writing your introduction until the end of the writing process. Just becau e the introduction
is the first part of your paper doesn't mean that it has to be the first thing that you write.

Admissions Building - Room 005
•
All Welcome!!!!!! r

Catholic Campus Ministry
(NEWMAN CLUB)

Call ahead for an appointment
349-2937, or just stop by Prince 209

"The story [Henny-PennyJ has the best opening in all
literature-'The sky is falling,' <;ried Henny-Penny, 'and a
piece of it fell on my taiL'"
-John Steinbeck
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Websites battling to
personalize student life
By Nicole Service
staff writer
Internet sites, such as Yahoo! ,
are quickly becoming a popular accessory to people's lives. With
options, such as a planner, e-mail
and dailv weather and news, to fit
into a person's lifestyle, pers~nal
ized websites mav be a necessarv
item for evervdav'life.
'
Coastal 'Ca~olina University
has two personalized website;,
was.coastal.edu/mycoastal, created
by CCU's Inform~tion Technology
Services and coastal.dailyjolt.com,
created by CCU student, Tori
•
Jepson.
I decided to explore both of the
websites to compare one to the
other.

the website to have a good discussion.
I strongly recommend going to
the forum and responding to someone else's comment or writing one
of your own. I posted two of my
own theories. and I think vou
should check them out and m~ybe

subject right at my fingertips. If you
don't feel like spending a lot of time
searching for whatever it is about
Coastal you're looking for or if you
really can't find it on the official
site, -daily jolt is definitely an adequate alternative.

post some responses or theories of
your own.
,
By far, my favorite feature on
daily jolt is the "Meet People" section. You simply click on that
heading, answer a few simple questions, and the browser finds vou a
friend. I decided to try it ~yself,
and the questions were so detailed
that I was half expecting it to reply,
"Sorry, you have no friends here."
But it pulled up over 100 compatible people and gave me any information that they happened to give
about themselves. I even met a

STUDENT'S OWN
COASTAL

GET COASTAL'S
DAILYJOLT
The first of the two sites I visited was coastal.dailyjolt.com. I
wasn't sure what to expect and I
wasn't very happy with the time it
took to load the site. In fact, I made
a serving of EZ Mac and a whole
pitcher of Kool-Aid before it was up
on my screen. I thought, "This is
definitely going to be a short visit."
But I was pleasantly surprised
by the website. First of all, the
weather forecast is at the top of
the screen, and it links to
www.rainorshine.com. I don't
know about anyone else, but it
seems to me that the South Caro-

Hna weather runs my life. Seriously, how many times have your
plans to go to the beach been
thwarted by a sudden thunderstorm? It puts a major damper on
the day, that's for sure. It's good to
be able to access the forecast easily because you never know when
your schedule has to change because of the rain, and no one has
time to watch the Weather Channel all day to find out.
The next part of the site I visited was "The Daily Forum" where
students can post opinions or questions, and other students can respond to it. I thought that could
be a lot of fun, and the only problem is that not enough people visit

person from my hometown, and
there aren't many here. The point
is that yes, you are probably the
biggest stud on campus and have a
ton of friends already, but it's always nice to meet new people, especially those with similar interests.
I haven't really mentioned anything that has to do with the fine
establishment of learning that is
Coastal Carolina University. Along
the right side of the home page is a
link to basically everything that the
official Coastal website has to offer, including clubs, academics, and
sports. I personally think that the
official site is a little tough to navigate, and it was nice to have every

The second personalized
Coastal website I visited was
mvcoastal. The actual address for
thls site is http://was.coastal.edu/
mycoastal. If you are looking for
an easy way to find anything that
has to do with this school, this is
definitelv the site to visit. The
home p;ge isn't terribly exciting,
but it does offer a comprehensive
and very clear guide to searching
the website. Also included on the
home page are the weather report,
events for the day, the Commons
menu, athletic and news reports,
and links to other features on the
site.
It is broken up into six main
parts: student directory, online class
schedule, calendar of events, student services. notice board. and
search. If you ever need to find
out the name of a student, you will
be able to find it with their student directory and search. The
online class schedule is a great way
to try to plan your schedule for next
semester. The calendar of events
has almost anything that you could
want to know about posted on the
calendar. If you need to know when
something is, it will almost surely
be on that link. The point I'm trying to make is that "mycoastal" is a
great website to visit if you need
information about anything pertaining to this school.
The only complaint I have is
that there aren't any features that
might be interesting or fun for the
browser. It is 'go in, find what
you're looking for. and get out.'
This is not a website that you would
visit just for fun. But that is not
really a huge problem because in
one respect that makes the site
easier to navigate.
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~ostFamo
By Gretchen Fowler
film critic
Finally, in this pitiful year fQr
mQvies, after nine mQnths, a film
arrives, refreshing, and qualified fQr
the critic's Best Qf.
.
This year has been the WQrst
year fQr films in my 21 years, but
luckily we still have three mQre
mQnths, and with cQming Qf "AlmQst FamQus," a chance fQr filmmakers to' redeem themselves with
films WQrth watching. AlthQugh I
predict, with the exceptiQn Qf
"Dancer in The Dark" (staring
BjQrk and Catherine Deneuve) and
"Quills" (staring Kate Winslet and
GeQffrey Rush, cQming in December), this will nQt be a year Qf films
with much darkness, Qr social messages, instead they will probably
fQllQW the light hearted, but still
heartwrenching i\lmQst FamQus,"
directQr Cameron Crowe's (Say
Anything, Jerry Maguire) fQurth
and mQst persQnal film.
The
film' s main character, William
Miller (played by the wide-eyed
newCQmer Patrick Fugit), is a 15year Qld rising jQurnalist, whO'. with
a lucky break, is assigned by R011ing StQne to' CQver the summer tour
Qf the band Stillwater, an Allman
Brother's like band. This film has

an autQbiQgraphical edge,
abQut living in h r
because writer/directQr
mQther's shadQw. I
CamerQn Crowe himself
have to' b tQtally
as a teen wrote stQries fQr
cliche and say t at
RQlling StQnes Qn such
every time
at
bands as The Eagles and
HudsQn steps intO' a
The Allman Brothers.
scene. it glO'ws. Sh
The film is set in
literally shines Ii a
1973, and timing proves
Penny (SQrry CQuldn't
vital in understanding
resist!).
this film's CQntext. An Qde
And the film'
to' what the film calls "the
t\ '0' central male
last days Qf rock and roll,"
characters bQth
AlmQst FamQus is a IQve
h r warmth and fun
PQem to' a time flawed
and run rith it. Inwith sex, drugs. and CQrstead Qf bein a
ruptiQn but still innocent,
groupie, Penny insists
and at its CQre, all abQut
Qn being called a
the IQve Qf music. It's rare
"band aid," and tha
to' see a film filled with SO'
she is to' Rus ell
much darkness, and yet
HammQnd,
remain SO' light. The same
Stillwater's lead guiscript eQuid have been
tarist and genius b filmed by anQther direchind the band. AntQr and CQme Qut as a Stillwater and Band-Aids in front of Doris thebu7,.y photo Qther fresh face. Billy
cQmmentary Qn the evils Almost Famous Tour 1973.
Crudup pia,/ Rus ell
Qf rQck and roll. But nO',
to' perfectiQn; I predirectQr Cameron CrQwe
dict Crudup ill b a big tar, he's
Lane (yes, like the sQng). played gQt the 10'0' and the talent ( ee
IQves music. IQves the musician their humanity. their passiQn their by Kate HudsQn (the klutzy girl in him in the in die flic "J sus' SQn •
"200 Cigarettes"), daughter of he's great.). As fQr jQurnalist WillcQrruptiQn.
.
The film is full Qf characters GQldie Hav.ll. HQwever, after "Al- iam. he toO' is in 1O"e 1th and inrich with humQr and vulnerabilitv. mQst FamQus," I predict Kate spired by Penny Lane.
In particular. the,luminQus Penn'y H udsQn will nQt have to' wQrry
Both Willi
and Ru ell hav

TheTr p
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Wnere Winners are Recognized"

career
to pon or

1027 'Fhird Avenue

Conway, SC 29526
843 - 248-9824
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e
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h
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10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.

tuden Cen er

Trophies Plaques Signs
Name Tags
Silver Metal
Plastic ADA (Braille) Signage
Mugs Hats T-Sh"rts

Get prepared by attending the
Getting Accepted to Graduat
workshop on
October 16thfrom 1:00-2:30 p.m.
Student Center, 208.
For information, visit Career '~t"",,,i,r~
Student Center, Room 206, or call
349-2341
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Universities snub Napster ban request;
____Harvard expected to follow suit
By Parker R. Conrad
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.)
(U-\VIRE) CAMBRIDGE,
Mass. - In a broad rebuke to attorneys representing the artists
Metallica and Dr. Dre, four prominent universities rejected the request to ban Napster access on their
campu -e Thursday. The Boston
Globe reported Thursday that
Harvard University i expected to
respond imilarIy next week.
!v1IT, Stanford University,
Duke University and the University
of North Carolina all declined t~
restrict access to the music-sharing

en'ice in letters sent to Howard
E. King, the attorney representing
Dr. Dre and !\.1etallica.
The four universities were the
first to respond to the attorney's
request for a apster ban on college campu es.
In similarl: argued letters, the
universities claimed that as Internet
service providers (ISP), their networks acted simply as conduits of
information, and they had no legal responsibility for the misu e of
their svstems.
"Stanford has no involvement
in the alleged infringement described in your letter," wrote \Vill-

A Bed & Breakfast
on the Waccamaw River
16 Elm Street
Downtown Conway

843-248-8199
CCU parents receive 100/0 discount

iam F. Abrams, an attorney
representing
Stanford. "Stanford
merely offers its faculty,
stude~ts and staff co~
nections for digital
online communications,
online services and network access."
Furthermore, the
Universities argued that
blocking access to
Napster was inconsistent with their commitment to the freedom of
information.
"As an educational
institution providing its communitv of users with Internet access,
we- do not monitor or bar access
to use of the Internet. This policy
is consistent with MIT's educational mission and our deeply
he.d values of academic freedom,"
wrote James D. Bruce, MIT's vicepresident for information systems.
Letters from officials at both
Stanford and MIT said thev did
not approve of copyright infringement, and would take appropriate
action if King could cite panicuIar instances of infringement.

the University of California system, among other
universities contacted by
IGng, are expected to respond to the reque t Fri-

day.

But King said it was not feasible
for his clients to investigate each
individual Napster user.
''I'm disappointed in the attitude [the universities] have taken,
which is 'we don't know anything,
we don't have any responsibility
unless we know anything, tell us
who's infringing and then we'll take
decisive steps,' "King said.
"I don't think there are any
doubts that people know what
Napster's used for, and how much
it's used on college campuses," he
continued. Princeton University and
..

In the meantime,
King aid he would not
yet re pond with legal action against the uni 'ersities that refuse to ban
Napster.
"We're going to try
to keep a dialogue with
these universitie , maybe
point them to some authority that they've ignored or are not aware of, that tells
them they have -a higher responsibility than just putting their head
in their sand," he said.
That higher authority, King
said, is the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act of 1998, which requires that ISP's take reasonable
steps to put an end to copyright
violations which they are made
aware of by the copyright holder. It
is unclear whether the act would
require universities to block access
to Napster.

.

Attention Junior Business Majors
APPLY TO
THE WALL FELLOWS PROGRAM
Building for tomorrow ... Character. Competence, Leadership, Contribution
Information Session

Information Session

Wednesday, October 4th
Wall 310
11:30AM-l:30PM

Tbursday, October 5th
Wall 212
lO:OOAM-12:00PM

E. Craig Wall, Sr. College of Business
Only six applicants will be accepted and the deadline is rapidly approaching. This week current
Wall Fellows will be available to answer questions about the program and the application process at
two information sessions. Refreshments and light lunch will be seryed.

Application Deadline October 10th
Applications may be obtained from your advisor, the Dean's office, and many of the business faculty.
"Our vision is to train students for their last job, not their first job."
-E. Craig Wall, Jr.
(December 6, 1995)
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Shrinlcing Shal<espeare, t
twists to Board'
o
B ' Jen Coffin
new editor

courtesy photo

Steven Thompson, Jason Adams and Michael Levesque compressed 37 Shakespeare works in just 97 minutes in last weeks
The Complete Works of Shakespeare Abridged.

CD Review: 'Selmasongs'
spice up film's music,
By Gretchen Fowler
staff writer
"Selmasongs." the new CD by
the incredible Icelandic Bjork, is
rather like a rock opera, in the vein
of The Who's "Tommy." it teUs bits
and pieces of the story of Bjork'
upcoming film "Dancer in The
Dark." The title i derived from her
character elma, a factory working
immigrant who e rare eye disea e
is causing her to go to blind.
Selma is a lover of musical ,
" othing dreadful ever happen in
a musical," Selma says in the film
as her life become a dark nightmare. Selma begin to retreat into
the world of mu icals, and the film,
"Dancer in the Dark," become a
son of ode to musical .
I have yet to see the film, but I
know the basic plot, being a huge
Bjork and Lar Von Trier fan (the
film's writer and director). What
Bjork does with " elmasongs" i
take the film's songs and spice them
up with her signature cutting edge
electronic ballads. However, it's
hard to describe Bjork's music, as
I believe her to be one of the leading cutting edge music makers.
"Selmasongs" further proves this
point.
On track 2, "Cvalda," a song
which seems to take place in the
noise of a factory, a bit of the old
Hollywood musical can found as an
influence mixed in with orchestra
and dance bits, and get thi , costar Catherine Deneuve, the famous

French actress, duets with Bjork!
Even more exciting is Bjork's duet
with Thorn Yorke, lead inger of
another of my favorite's,
Radiohead, on the melancholy
song ironically entitled "I have seen
it all" (get the irony: she is going
blind.) Yorke's usually high pitched
cries are not pre em, instead replaced by deep, matter of fact '0cals, very uncharacteristic of Yorke,
and not a movin , but none heIe interesting." catterheart" i a
song ,·...hich seems to be written to
Selma's on, who i al 0 going blind.
Mo t likely, the lyrics vill gel better once the film i een, as is probably the ca e with all the ong.
Fans of Bjork's la t album,
"Homogenic," her best in myopinion, will love "In The Mu ical : a
song which take off where the
cutting edge "Homogenic" left off,
a song full of promi e that there i
still wa rs to reinvent music, a the
same thing i done over and over
the e day . Her ignature cream!
sing vocals manifest themselves
most here, and the song's lyrics
most apply to the theme of the film
Dancer in The Dark, "Why do I
love them so much, what kind of
magic i this. This i a mu ical and
there i always omeone to catch me
if I fall."
The album ends with the sad,
but hopeful ballad like "1 ew
World, it
oaring French hom
010 suggesting whatever ordeal
elma's been through, perhaps
there i something still beautiful out
there.

How do three .. oun m n in
CCU' dramatic an depanment
portra 'the compl t "or 0
hake peare? \ ith a blo -up doll,
con' e high top and pin tigh .
In a h ' terical tnathalon of all
37 pIa: ' Ja on Adam, Mich el
Leve qu and te 'en Thomp on
en rgeucally performed Th Redu d Sha peare Company' pia',
"The Complete or of ilIiam
hak speare (abridged),' rhich
wa pa d into 97 frantic minutes.
The play wa dir cted b.. a istant
profe sor of theater Robin Ed 'ard
Ru ell.
The challenge 0 performing all
of the works forced the cast of three
actors to swifty change pe onalities, \-",hich they did with grace, style
and the trailing of dothing along
the tage. Each of hakespeare'
histories, comedies and tragedie
were modernized and conden ed to
fit within the limited theater time.
They thro in a orth-Montague
vs. South-Capulet version of
"Romeo and Juliet." Among their
efforts, "Titus Andronicus" became
a blood and gu cooking sho ,154
sonnets '''''ere con den ed to fit on a
3-bv 5-inch index card, Othello"
ua~sformed into a white-bo rendition of a rap song and the history
pIa s were compacted into a football game.
This modern trio of Marx
Brothers kept the audience lively

of adult r

Learn ho

o

.1

HOROSCOPES
-cAPRI CO
Dec.22-J an.19, \r\'hat a 'ee
to be thankful for. Letter from
home brighten the day but be
weary of unsu p .ng risitor .

-AQUARIUSJan.20-Feb.l
low and the ban i
tho e overdraft fe
to ask rour paren
under tand.

,Finance eem
n't helping with
. Don't be afraid
for help the ,'II

-GEM I 1-

-PI CESFeb.19-Mar.20, Your time to
shine i drawing near. Prepare yourelf with a splash of e1f-confidence
and a big grin on your face. You will
feel better and tand proud.

-ARIESMar.21-April 19, 0 you don't
know where you will be goin wh n
you're through, 0 what? You'll fi ure it out when you lea t expect,
corpio may be involved.

-CANCERJune 22-Jul 22, Th
you've been hidin in
.. amped. Com ou into th
air, Virgo rna b 'aiting for you
with open arm .

-LEO-

JuI 23-Aug.22, Y, Ii d
th tim go? That 'atch of 'ou
eern to run fa t on lif. 10 It
down with dinner out with frien
and savor every moment.
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Mouthing the words
at HOB
By Dan Grigg
managing editor
Two hit bands, far from unknown and notably admired,
rocked the House of Blues Sept.
29. Both contributed sets undeniably original. Days of the New and
Cowboy Mouth teamed up to create a three-hour party. where the
positive energy engulfed everyone.
Cowboy Mouth, a group of
middle-aged rockers from New Orleans, kicked off the night with
their hit song "Light It On Fire."
The band jammed a 75-minute set,
playing "What Ya Gonna Do" and
"Let It Go" from their latest album
"Easy." These guys easily upstaged
the headline band, Days of the
New, whom, although not as crazy,
played a good show. The overwhelming crowd screamed lyrics
and moshed intensely as if they
were rocking to a Metallica concert.
Fred LeBlanc, drummer of

Cowboy Mouth, left each listener
with one message, "when life gets
you down, when boyfriends or girlfriends piss you off, don't get upset, just let it go!" With that, the
crowd, as if it could get any crazier, launched an all out jam to what
seemed to be LeBlanc spitting into
the air, along with his collection of
drum sticks.
After Cowboy Mouth ended
their unforgetable set, Days of the
New took the stage beginning their
performance with their highly acclaimed song" Shelf In the Room."
The group also performed their
newest cover song from Pink
Floyd's "The Wall." Although the
boys, led by 20-year old, Travis
Meeks, failed to arouse the crowd,
their presence was definitely valued. Unlike Cowboy Mouth, Days
of the New focused less on vocals
and more on instrumental quality.
Ea<:h chord sounded better than
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oft the mark

by Mark Parisi
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the next, mellow in tone, forcing an
already pumped crowd into a state
of relaxation.
If you missed this show, don't
be upset, Cowboy Mouth will be
playing again in two weeks at the
Wave Fest in Charleston. You can
also hear them on MTV's newest
CD, "The Real World Soundtrack."
Days of the New will be releasing
their upcoming album this Thanksgiving. They also will be appearing
on VHI next month for an all rock
festival.
Although these guys may seem
old, they performed a show 10
times better than that of any teen
bopper boy band. They clearly play
music, not to score a lame Burger
King commercial, but to entertain,
having a great time in the process.
If you haven't been paying attention, these guys are hot. They play
their own instruments and kick-ass
live.

Gore addresses youth
atMTVForum
By Amy Hoak
Medill News Service/Y Vote
200Q (Northwestern U.)
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. - Sure, they chuckled when
the vice president boasted that Sister Hazel was in ~is CD player. But
. the 150 young voters who participated in a MTV town hall meeting
with AI Gore on Tuesdav basicallv
stuck to the issues, fe~ding hi~
their pre-screened questions on
topic~ that ranged from abortion to
censorship.
Many participants lined up
outside the University of Michigan
Media Center that was turned into
an MTV set feared the questions
would be mostly of the "boxers or
briefs" variety lobbed at President
Clinton in 1992 during his MTV
stint. But within the 90-minute program, Gore fielded questions on
education, racial profiling, Napster,
gay rights, marijuana legalization
and school violence.
And his answers made up some
minds in the process.
Going in, Melissa Kaplin, a 22year-old Michigan student, was
undecided about whom she would
vote for on Election Day
She asked the vice president
whether, as president he would
make the "morning after" birth-

control pill available for more
women. Gore's answer: that it
should be more available after it's
proven safe. "vVhat's wrong is to
hold it off the market for some political reason," Gore said. Just what
Kaplin wanted to hear.
"I didn't realize he was so concerned about women's issues," she
said. She also thought she got to
see a more personal side of Gore
than she'd seen before.Now, she's
definitely planning on voting for
him, donning an anti-Bush button
even as she spoke.
Kelly Ganzberger, a 19-yearold who attends the university's
Dearborn campus, also went in
undecided. But she came out with
a completely different opinion from
Kaplin.
"He was so evasive on everything," Ganzberger said. She said
that Gore's answers on questions
about school violence were just too
vague." Now, I'm leaning more toward Bush," she said, and added
that she'd like to see Bush accept
MTV's town hall offer as well so
she could compare p-erformances.
And although a group of student Bush supporters couldn't get
into the event - organizers interviewed all those in the audience
over the weekend before giving
them a seat, they made sure audi-
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ence members still waItmg to get
in would hear their candidate's
message. They waved Bush banners and shouted "no more Gore"
on the sidewalk outside the town
hall meeting.
While attempting unsuccessfully to get in, Ryan Demro, a 21year-old at Capital UniverSity. said
the conversations he heard in line
sounded rehearsed. "If you had
eight years, why aren't you competing better (in the polls)?" he would
have asked Gore, had he gained
admittance.
But at least one supporter of
Green Party candidate Ralph Nader
made it into the MTV audience
and asked how he should justify a
vote for Gore as anything more
than choosing the lesser of two
evils.
Just as the vice president began a debate about hip-hop music
and the content of music lyrics, the
event ended. Pierre Vatanapradit,
18, would have liked to hear more
of it. Moreover, Vatanapradit was
concerned that the vice president
wouldn't listen to the CD handed
to him by a student, who wanted
him to listen to it and then e-mail
him with his responses. "Some
dude whisked the CD away," he
said. MTV aired the show at 8 p.m.
Eastern time Tuesday.

ACROSS
1 Mire
4 Make points
9 Common noun suffbc
12 Ever (poetic)
13 Path
14Bom
15 High Pitch
17 Give
19 Smelt
21 Catch
22 Passable

50 High cards
51 No (Scattisn.)
53 Rushlike plant (Scot.)
55 Hungry
58 Reviews
61 It is (Poetic)
62 Leaves
64 Grain
65 But
66 Resin (Scot.)
fiT Edu. group (Abbr.)

24 Miscue
26 Epoxy
29 Nymph
31 Children's game
33 Navy rank (abbr.)
34 Near
35 Animal
37 Chart
39 Inanimate object
40 Degree
42 Rest
44 Dish
46Tay
48 Fuel

DOWN
1 Ante
2 Over (poetic)
3 Oil ,
4 Alone

Heart Rock 2000
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20 Craft
22 Sudsy
23 Correct (Comb. form)
25 Male goat
27 Join
28
Park, CO
30 Put on, as clothes
32 Crack
36 Joke
38 Style of material
41 Monarch, ruler
43 Ballet step
45 Performance
47 Paddle
49 Sudden ftood
52A~

54 Deteriorate
55 Pig pen
56 same score
57 Outside (Pref.)
59 Fork prong (Scot.)
60 Station (abbr.)
63 Form of verb -be-

5 Best; elite
6 Toward; to (pre'.)
7 Free
8 Jacket
9 Authorize

10 Mesh
11 Prepare golf ball
16 Wide
18 Gripe
OKTOBERFEST
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Chanticleer

Hickies: love bites or nasty
relllinders of previous night?
Dear LolIita,
My girlfriend and I were fooling
around the other night, and when
I woke up the next morning I had
this huge hicky on my neck. What
is the best way for covering it up
or getting rid of it?

Black and Blue
Dear Blue,
Hickies can sometimes be nasty
little reminders about the previous
night. They are caused by someone or something sucking so hard
on an area of the body that it
causes a bruise. Personally, I do not
see the point. What is so fun
about sucking on someone's neck
• so hard that it causes the blood
vessels to burst? To each his own,
I guess.
Just like any other bruise it is going to take time. So, it is not a
good idea to get one before seeing
parents. Unless you want them to
really know what you are doing
away at school.
These nasty little "love bites" can,
however, be coveRd up either partially by using makeup or entirely
by wearing a turtleneck. Be careful though because if you
a
turtleneck when it is 100 degrees
outside people may start to wonder. Just put your everyday coverup makeup on it and blend. If it
is a nasty little bugger it will not
be easy to hide completely with
makeup but maybe it will take the
bite out of it.

wear

My fantasy is
to be tied up
in bed

Dear Tied,
When it comes to fantasies being:
tied up is a rather tame one. These·
kinds of things may be a little scary :
to reveal because of the fear of ridi-.
cule and rejection, but just think·
of the pleasure and fun you will :
have if he goes for the idea.
Breaking this news to him can be:
done easily and painlessly. There.
are a few techniques you can try. .
You can make your suggestion after :
one of your better romps in the hay. .
Just remember to. compliment him .
before so it does not sound like you :
are critiquing or unhappy with your .
current level of lusty fun. You can .
always bring it up in story about a :
"friend" of yours. Say something.
like, "My friend so-and-so told me'
about this time she blankety-:
blank." Maybe it will pique his cu- .
riosity. and he will suggest trying'
this new erotic adventure.
:

If ht agrees to playing out your fan- .
tasy but you can tell he is still a little:
freaked out, I would not suggest·
going out and buying fuzzy hand- :
cuffs or leather binds. Try some- .
thing a little tamer and that you'
may already own. Scarves, neck- :
ties, and ribbons can easily be con- .
verted into enticing little bed toys ..
It may make the transition from:
conservative missionary to erotic·
adventurer a little easier, and you'
never know he may have a few dec- :
trifying, enticing, and enjoyable·
ideas of his own.
.

·
·

·
·

Send letters c/o Sa on the Beach,
·
chanticleer@ccucs.coastal.edu or hop •
them in the Chanticleer lI'Ulilbox in ·
Student Activities.

Dear Lollita,
My boyfriend and I have been together for awhile now, and I want
to tell him that my fantasy is to
be tied up in bed. The thing is that
he is kind of a conservative lover,
and I am afraid he will freak out.
How can I suggest this without
sounding like a S&M freak?

TIed tD be Tid

Lolleta is not a licensed tltmIpist.
JoctDr or psychologist. This aHlUrut is
written as entertainmmt 1IDt.for
proftssioNll answers. PleAse consult
your physician ifyou Iulw: II problem.

.
.
.
.
·

Real NlnteS will not be used to protect
the emha"iUStIl.
·

Daysha Alston

Dear Woman2Woman:
I am a 20-year old virgin, and
I wish to remain so until I am married. I recently noti~ a guy that
has been in a few of my classes. He
is extremely friendly. I have never
had a guy treat me with such care
and concern. I think he is the one.
I can't stay away from him. I found
out where he works and lives, and
I try to show up wherever he might
be at the time. My friends say that
I am obsessed with him and that I
am stalking him. Do you think
this is unhealthy? He hasn"t
seemed to object to our accidental
meeting?

-Vugin Girl In Heat, Education
major
Kayatta: O.K, let's shine a
little light on your situation. First
and foremost, you are a stalker. Say
it with me, "I AM A STALKER."
Second, if you purposely find yourself in places where Mr. Friendly is,
then you got some issues-serious
ones. I do believe that your tactics
are unhealthy and that you need
to seek some sort of counseling. I
would give you the number to my
shrink. .. oops .. .i mean, try talking
to someone in the Counseling Services Office. Do you want to know
if this guy is feelin' you or do you
want to push him away before he
can develop feelings for you? You
be the judge!
Daysha: Quite frankly I am a
little confused about exactly what
is your REAL problem. For starters, I will answer your questions and
give you some inSight on a couple
of observations. To answer your
question, yes, you do seem to be
engaging in some good old fashioned stalking. Look, of course he
doesn't object to your accidental
meetings. However, you and I
know the truth. These meetings
aren't happening by chance. You
said he is friendly, but be careful not
to mistake his kindness for more

than it i. If vour ran to
0 '
him better the~ tell him. There I
nothing wrong with being h ne .
ow based on the name that vou'v
chosen all of this could be due to
raging hormones, so the question
you need to as your elf i "Can I
handle waiting to 100 my virginity?" You seem to be unhappy with
this choice. Weigh the pro and
cons. Are you waiting because tha
is what you were told to do or i it
your decision alone?

Dear Woman2Woman,
I am seeing a girl that is ttall
too good to be true. She i beautiful, smart, and funny. She is also a
bit flirty around m gu friend .
My friends sav thev don't take her
seriousl and
thin that I
might be overreacting. Should I
confront her and tell her he is
making me angry?

-J. un e , Busin

ma 0

theY

-Jack D., Chemi try rna' or
Daysha: Slow down baby.
think you may be overreacting a
little, but here i some ound advice. Trust in 'ourself firs As long
as you are doing what you feel i
right by the little Lolita-don't
sweat the small stuff. You said she
was smart and if she truly i then
she won't do something dumb like
sleep with one of your friends. he
seem to just be a little fhnatious.
Let your new girl be herself. Jack,
you don't strike me as an airhead.
You will know when her flination
seem to be crossing the line. Then,
dump your zero and find you a new
respectful hero.

Dear Woman2Woman,
My girlfriend of two years recendy befriended someone(a girl).
This friend (we'n call her Jeanette)
has pushed her way into the rompany of all of our friends. Jeanette
invites herself to events and places

oman2Woman 1 d 1nated for th average person. I I
n a
man thang-;u a
woman to woman point of Vl
Please if ou have an que
or dilemmas, emall
workme4rul@yahoo.com
(Ka a ta) and
DatlilcutieOl@aol.com (Da ha
We will be more than hap to I
you kn
the truth abou our
ituation. We are
man
with two different poin ofVl
If we both feel the need to an
the question, trus me,

Light the Night Leukemia Walk
Thursday. Oct. S
TAR and interested students will participate in Light
the Night Leukemia Walk on
Oct. 5 at the Myrtle Beach Pavilion. Registration at 6:30 p.m.
and the walk i at 7:30 p.m.
Donations accepted to benefit
the Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society. Ca11349-2337.

After seven records, countless platinum dollars,
and several movie appearances, one would think
the Mighty Mighty Bosstones would take an "early
retirement" or well, quit. On the contrary, the
Bosstones have released another winning record. "Pay
Attention," and will be appearing at the House of
Blues on Wednsdav, Oct. 4.
The Bosstones', an Irish band from Boston, have
been preserving ska music for over 10 years. The
Bosstones, presently touring the United States.
kicked off their seven-week tour with a sold out show
in Boston. The band will be performing all their

Teacher-Scholar Lecture
Thursday. Oct. 5
Profes or Steve Nagle, the
2000 01 tingui hed Teachercholar Lecturer, \\111 pr ent,
"The Life and TIme of the Engh h Language An Unauthorized BIOgraphy" at 7.30 p.m.
Oct. 5 In the Wall Audltonum.
Adml sian IS fre. Call 3492086

Royal Cup Bodybuilding and

popular songs, including hits from their plantinum
album "Lets Face It," featuring "The Impression I
Get".
Unsure of the group's live capabilities? Just ask
Todd Lowe, acclaimed music critic and journalist.
"Their (Bosstones) imminent arrival in your area i
a party waiti~g to happen and a chance to be part of
something bigger than yourself...if only for a night!"
Now, go rent "Clueless," borrow the new CD
from your local skateboarder or warp tour fanatic,
and get
prepped for one of the best shows of
this year. Inexpensive, killer sound
quality, and a perfarmance sure to
please, what else can a per on
a k for?
-Mighty
Mighty
Bos tone. with Flogging
Molly and Sum 41When: 8 p.m.; \Vednesday,
Oct. 4
Where: The House of
Blues, Barefoot Landing, U.S. J 7, North
Myrtle Beach
Cost: $15
Call 272-3000.

Fitne s Championship
Saturday, Oct. 7
The Fitne Foundation
WIll pan or the 13th annual
sanctIoned bodybuilding and
fitne event at 6:30 p.m. in
Wheelwright Auditorium. Admission is $20 each. Call James
"Duck" Stewart at 651-0914.

Blood Pressure Screening
Od.IO-II
Dr. Hilsenlwpp will sponsor blood pressure screening at
I p.m. Oct. 10 and 11 in the
Student Center lobby. There
will be a questionaire and blood
pressure taken. Call 349-2301.
Festival Hispanico
Oct. 11
The annual Festival
Hispamco. spon ored by
Multicuhural Student Services.
will be 11 :30 to 2:30 p.m. in
Spadoni Park on Oct. II. Latin
singer, Luis Damon and his 10member Salsa Band will perform. Admission is free. Call
349-2863.
AIDS Walk 2000
Oct. 14
STAR and interested students will participate in AIDS
Walk 2000 on Oct. 14 starting
at the Myrtle Beach Pavilion
oceanfront deck. kegistration
begins at 9:30 a.m., entertainment begins at 10 a.m., and the
walk will start about 11 a.m.
The event is sponsored by
CARETEAM. Call 349-2337.
Continued on ptlge II

By f)avid Jay Ladev
f)ai(y Trojan (U. Southern California)
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES "Urban Legends: Final Cut" could
have had potential. It could have
been a fun "Scream"-like trip into
the blood and gore that Hollywood
seems to think is teenage life. Unfortunately, the
r flick is so
fiendishly bad tha
oes not even
qualify as a guilty pleasure movie.
Eve
pect of the practically nonsequ
trite, hackneyed and unfocused. The story plods along with
such leaden dialogue and blatant
rip-offs of Hitchcock's oeuvre.
The story is simple: At Alpine
University one senior film student
will be given the Alfred Hitchcock
award for the best thesis film. In
vying for this award, life begins
mixing with a ,and the bodies start
piling up. Jennifer Morrison plays
Amy, a documentary film student
who is so wimpy it is downright
ridiculous. Travis (M
ew Davis)
Lawrence,
and Graham (los
or Joey Lawre
for those
im from
who remem
the sitco "Blossom")

main competition. The supporting
characters run the gamut from a
screwball film profess to special
effects geeks and a womanizing,
chain smoking cameraman, all of
whom are dull and
unmemorable.
Clearly this
film was made
for one reason
only to make
money. But
in this, it
does not
even allow
itself to
have a good
time and
relish the
genre. I nstead, it takes
itself
nuh

too seriously. In the first movie, and drab composition.
Matthew Davis is far from
grand theater actress Loretta
Devine got to im'
m Grier's
the artistic
tions barely
terrific "Fo''''''''''''''''''''
register and when
can actually
her rol
be heard, he speaks in a strange,
character.
John Ottman's di- whispery voice. Then there is
recting is truly inept. Lawrence, whose performance only
acting
Hitchcock tributes goes to prove that he ha
are one thing, ability wha oever.
s drama.
Even the s
but Ottman
play like stock
should have The plot
re thoroughly unorigig i v e n events a
Hitchcock • nal and worse yet, predictable. The
co-directing basement climax in "The Silence
Here's
credit. Even of the Lambs" or th
with that Johnny" scene in "The Shining" are
said, it still creative and scary movie moments
manages to because they do not insult the
have shoddy audience's intelligence, while still
camera leaving something to the imaginawo rk tion. "Urban Legends: Final Cut"
is about as subtle as a marching
band.
ng worthwhile
It belongs on a
list of the worst movies recent years alongside "Anaconda" and "Bats."

~
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FDAa pr yes
By Robert Gold
Michigan Daily (V. Michigan)
(V-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. - Three days after the Genocide Awareness Project visited campus with its anti-abortion display,
the Food and Drug Administration
approved RU~486, commonly
known as the abortion pill.
While Ann Arbor's chapter of
Planned Parenthood plans on supplying the medication, the University Health Service will not offer the
drug.
. The pill has been available in
the Vnited Kingdom, Sweden and
other European countries for more
than ten years.
"This is not based on a moral
judgment," UHS director Robert
Winfield said in a written state~
ment. "It is our opinion that its use
is outside the scope of the clinical
practice at the Vniversity Health
Service. We do not feel that we can
offer the necessary medical or sur• gical support to use this drug in a
responsible and safe manner. .. VHS
does offer the drug often known
as the morning-after-pill, given up
to 72 hours after unprotected sex.
Winfield said UHS staffers
help women with unplanned preg-

nancies who ask for in~
contemp ate a rformation.
tion.
'It' a much
"This includes alternatives such as
les invasive p
dure," Anderson
adoption service or referral to other medical
saId.
facilities in the commuR -486 or
nity," Winfield aid.
mifepristone rill
Robvn
1enin,
b availabl under
Planned' Parenthood
th
name
president for midThe
Michigan said the cena hoter will offer the medimone needed for
cation
"several
pregnancy to conmonths" after the staff
is trained and the FDA
ifepre'
formally makes it availmu t be ta en
able.
rithin 49 da
"\Ve think this is a
ter a woman received her la
historical decision for
Retr.
I au
women," Menin said.
menstrual period.
The FDA's deci- The FDA approved the use of French developed drug RUTwo days after taksion brought contrast- 486, which is an abortion pill. Use in the U.S. could be as
ing Mifeprex th
ing reactions from stu- soon as a month from now.
pati n must t
dent groups on campus.
Shirvell said the organization misoprostol. and after 14 cia s the
Students for Life president will object to the use of the pill with patient must come ba to her docAndrew Shirvell said the group was practices including let er \v:riting tor for a che up to make sure she
not surprised with the FDA's deci- and protesting.
is no longer pregnant.
sion but was very disappointed.
If she i , which happen in
Students for Choice president
"We feel it's another injustice," Jennifer Anderson said the group is about five to eight out of 100
Shirvell said, calling it the same as pleased because the drug may be- women, she rna ne d surgical prosurgical abortion. .
come available in clinics that do not cedure to end her pregnancy, ac"We feel this is going to be offer surgical abortion.
cording to the FDA.
another facet of the efo-abortion
Anderson said the pill gives
The drug also poses side efwomen another choice ,hen they
culture," he said.
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Festival Hispanicq
La Celebracion De Una Cultura
presents

LuisDamon
Rising Latin Singer
and his lO-member
Salsa Band

MUSIC, FOOD, SKITS, VENDORS and more

Wednesday, Oct. 11
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. • Spado.n i Park
In case of rain, Luis Damon will perform in Wheelwright Auditorium.

Free and open to the public

INFORMATION:
Multicultural Student Services,
349-2863

Coastal Carolina University is all affirmative actwn. equal opportunity institutio1l.

COASTAL 0AROLINA
UNIVERSI~Y

ChantiCleer
continued from page 1
course, and had an introduction to
the school, followed by a city tour.
School started on Tuesday with
classes from 8:00-12:00 in the ICA!
institute (which involved small
classes of no more than four students each) with a 20-rninute break.
The classes had a different teacher
each week in order to expose students to different teaching styles.
After an hour lunch break at one
of the many "sodas" (or small cafes), the students would head back
to school for Spanish 20 I, which
was taught by Rebecca Williams.
The afternoon classes were typically from 1:00 until 4:00 and
sometimes included a field trip to
a museum, volcano, or other cul-tural site. Spanish 399 a literature
course, was also offered for the upper-level students v.:ho had a1readv
completed the 201 requiremen"t
and were interested in furthering
their stud' of Spanish.
During el fin de semana (or as
we know i the weekend!), the students' time was their own. Manv
different tropical destinations beckoned the students for a relaxing
break from their hectic weekday
schedule. Many ventured to the
tropical beaches of Puerto Viejo,
located on the Caribbean coast
while others ventured to Manuei
Antonio and Punta Uva for the
cruises and snorkeling located on
the Pacific side. Other students
ventured inland to explore the
rainforests, hot springs, and magnificent volcanoes that this exciting country has to offer.

"This :was.thtbest aperietra·1!f "!1Jlft. .This tripaZSogrmtfy improved my
' .. '. ·• . ~nverslUidhal Spanish lkiJls•.. ~Tracy PouCher ("99 trip)
.til J'NS. lIlverw4Jr4iil ttJ.gr! Dltatrip 41.Il SIt happy that 1 WtM.7t -Mike

.,. '.

44My~ilf

. .Krug ('99tnp)
Costa Rial was priceless. -

-Jo~pb .R..Dumba:ugh

........... / ' . '
.
(2000td.P)
It JmS" It
txperieJu:e. thatyot! cannot get in Spanishchtss.·" -Sean
.. •. . •.....••.' .'. .
..Mallett{2000 trip}
T.aJfe a walk un 4 vclcaJw. P4ravi.tJ4J~ -Barry Donohue (2000 trip)
u
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Interested in the Costa Rica
Study Abroad trip for Maymester
2001?
(1\1ay 6-May 26)
The program ta 'es place during the 1\1ayrnester; allowing tudents to finish the Spring semester
and return in time for the first Summer ession. Participants will ar-

ri 'e in San Jose on Sunday May 6,
2001. CIa ses viII begin on Monda " 1\1ay 7, and will meet fi 'e dav
a wee for three weeks. Studen"ts
are eligible to receive thre hour
350 (to
of transfer credit for SP.
be used owards a panish major
or minor, or as an elective). taught

by teachers at the lCAI chool in
Costa Rica, and three hours of credit
for SPAN 201 taught by CCU instructor Rebecca Williams. Enrollment for the Mayrnester 2001 trip
is expected to double, and instructor Joanne Flanders 'will teach a second section of 201
If a student has already completed the
201 requir men
arrangemen s
may be mad
for the tuden to t e
another, upper-Ie eJ
Spa
h

gram
1
2396. O. financial aid may be u ed to 'ard th
trip. The pric~ includes r om and
board, tuition excursions, and trav 1
to and from Co ta Rica.
EXCURSIO : The folIo 'In
excursion hav
en included in th
pric of the program'
A guided bus tour 0 San J0
A wal .ng tour of the area sur-
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Chanticleer Men's Golf Ranl<ed # I in the
Nation

Big South Continues to Domenate ACC in
Men's Soccer

Coastal Carolina University's men's golf teanl has no ,vhere to go
but dovvn, but that's a good thing. A very good thing. Golf Week, one of
t,vo poll that rank college golf, has ranked Coa tal Carolina number one
in the country for the past week. This ranking i based on the Chants'
perfornlance in the Coastal Carolina Invitational last Tuesday, where
they shot as-under 283, for a 12 stroke victory. Coastal dominated the
rain shortened event, as all five players finished in the top-6. Ricardo
Bescansa finished 2nd ,vith a 68 after dropping a 3-hole playoff, Jacob
Wilner fourth with a 71, and Dale I(etola, Julian James and John
McAllister all shot a 72 to finish tied for sixth.
Not only is this the highest a Coastal Carolina athletic team has ever
been ranked, it is also the highest ranking for a Big South Conference
team.

Radford University men's soccer team scored three goals in the fir t
32 minute of action en route to a 3-2 victory over fifth-ranked Duke. The
win is the fourth for a Big South school over an Atlantic Coa t Conference foe this year in men's soccer. Other ACe teams that I ave fallen victim to the Big South are Wake Forest and .C. State. CI~mson is the only
ACC school to have claimed a \vin from the Big South this year. Overall,
the League is 4-1-1 against the ACC.

Amtral< Renews Agreement with the Big
South Conference
The Big South Conference announced today that Amtrak has renewed as a Corporate Partner with the League for the 2000-2001 basketball season. Amtrak is targeting students with its Student Advantage
program. Student Advantage is a student membership company that partners with national retailers, including Amtrak, to offer discounted products and services. From now until November 18,2000, Amtrak is offering
Student Advantage members a total of 30% discounted fares, and a 25%
non-Student Advantage discount. Log onto www.studentadvantage.com
-to secure more information on Amtrak's special discounts. Amtrak and
the Big South Conference have geographically similar profiles in the Southeast United States. Amtrak's Intercity Line runs through the heart of Big
South country near Liberty University, Elon College, High Point University, Coastal Carolina University and Charleston Southern University. The League signed a new one-year agreement with the passenger
rail service. As part of the partnership, Amtrak will benefit from a fullyintegrated marketing program for the 2000-2001 basketball season that
includes courtside signage for the nationally televised championship and
virtual signage during select games of the Big South Conference basketball
television package. Amtrak will also be involved in a vacation getaway
sweepstakes and a monthly ticket giveaway promotion at select Big South
institutions.

Winthrop Men's Cross Country Team
Achieves First Regional Ranking
The Winthrop men's cross country team has achieved a first in the
history of the program as Coach Ben Paxton's squad is ranked lOth this
week in the Southeast Region by the U.S. Cross Country Coaches
Association. The Southeast Region is one of eight regions that are ranked
each week by USCCCA. Winthrop's men are coming off a strong showing
in last weekend's Great American Cross Country Festival in Charlotte
as the Eagles took sixth place out of a field of 22 schools that included four
of the nation's top 20 teams.

Short's Shutouts Score Weeldy Honor
Liberty's Dean Short posted two shutouts last week, including one
over Conference opponent Elon to earn the men 's soccer Player of the
Week award. Short posted 10 saves against the Phoenix and seven saves
versus Old Dominion. He leads the league in saves per game with 7.44

Sisson Garners Soccer Award
Elon's MacKenzie Sisson was named the women's soccer Player of
the Week for leading the Phoenix to its first two wins of the season, both
Conference victories. She posted a goal and an assist at High Point, and
then repeated the feat in Elon's Conference home opener against Radford.

Harnack Spikes 36 lillIs, Earns Honor
Liberty's Rachel Harnack posted three double-digit kill games last
week, including two of 30 or more and was named volleyball Player of the
Week for her efforts. She
set a personal record with 36 kill~ in a Liberty loss, then posted a 15kill game and a 30-kill game to lead the Lady Flames to two wins.

E-mail Newsletter Returns to Bring Fans
latest Big South News
For the second straight year, the Big South Conference will offer an
E-mail Newsletter to its fans. The newsletter, delivered weekly during
basketball season and bi-weekly in the fall and spring, is free of charge and
brings all the latest Big South news directly to a fan's computer. To sign up
for the E-mail Newsletter, visit www.BigSouthSports.com. And while
you're there, don't forget to check out statistics and up-to-date stories on
your favorite Big South team.

Weekly Releases Available Online
The Big South's Conference weekly sports releases are now available
online in PDF Format. Visit BigSouthSports.com to download the reports,
which contain notes, Players of the yveek and results from around the
League.
-

Chanticleer

Doubt
overshadows
dominance of
the Chanticleer
How many times have you
said the following words to yourself orto a friend: "Coastal sucks
when it comes to sports." I \ rill
admit that I have even blurred
those words out, but how wrong
are we? How far from the truth
is that statement? Well, I hate
to break it to /ou, but that statement is so far from the truth that
thete is no word or words in the
English language, or any other
language, that would be appropiiate.
After
a
little investigation I conducted
on
exactly
where Coastal
Carolina stands
in the Big
South,
and
Jl1uch to my surprise, Co~stal
reared its head
above all the other universities
in this conference.
- 58 percent of our athletes
earned a 3.0 or high r during the
1999-2000 year, earning them
a spot on the Big South Presidential Honor Roll.
-Coastal is the firs school
in Big outh history to earn both
Female and Male Scholar AthleteS of the Year at the same time.
-21 Coastal athletes have
been honored a top scholar athletes in their parr which is mo
than any other s hool in the Big
South .
. -Coa tal ha von 38 Big
outh Conf r n e Championhip and has had 525 studen
athletes named to AlI-Conference teams rhich dwarf an)
other Big South membeL
-CCU has won th "Buddy"
Sasser award which i given to
the conference' top a rerall athletic department, four times
I 'within the award' 13-year hi tory. which is more than any
other school.
-Recently the CCU golf
team wa . named the number one
(yes I said No.1) golf team in
the country!
Just because this university
does not rake in the national
titles like orth Carolina. Duke,
and Notre Dame does not mean
that we don't have the best athletes. It is just that we are in a
smaller, less prestigious conference.
When it comes down to the
Big South, the Chanticleer is,
\vithout a shadow of a doubt,
the best of the best, and I ,viII be
the first to apologize to our athletes and athletic department for
ever doubting them.

Haul(sso Lefts Coas a
Caro °na 0 2-1 lctO y
Over Milligan
By Wayne \\fbite
Hauker Hauksson scored
8:22 into the second overtime period to give Coastal Carolina
Univer ity's men's soccer team a
2-1 victory over Milhgan College
on Wednesday night at CCV Soccer Stadium. The Chanticleers
ranked eighth in the South Region,
are now 6-1-1 on the season, while
Milligan fall to 4-5-0.
Milligan shocked the Chanticleers just 1:40 into playas Roger
Kennedy scored his second goal
of the season on a perfect header
into the top corner from nine
yards. The goal came as the result
of a great cross on a corner kick
by Brian Okumu to the back post
for Kennedv's header.
The g~al appeared to be all
that Milligan would need for the
upset, but Coastal's Mario Benjamin netted the tying score with
just over 10 minutes Iemaining
in regulation. Thoma Rut er
era sed the ball a Tobin
'\Thitmarsh jus ou side, the 18:ard bo". Whi marsh quic -1./
turned and pIa ed the ball in tl e
aIr nd Benjamin scored hI eIghth
goal of the season with a header
from fiv yards.

Hau on' match \inning oa
came on a header from eight yard
that floated over the h ad of
Millioan keeper Andy Stoots and
just under the ero sbar. Jason Smith
recorded the assist 'ith a perfect
cross from 30 ards out.
Despite th~ loss, Stoots' pIa r in
goal ra the story of the match as
he faced a barrag of shots bol the
Chanticleers. Stoots po5ted 10 a e
during th match on 29 shots bol
Coastal Carolina.
Chris Malin r tended the net
for the Coastal vktory with three
saves. Malinky did not see much
action as the Chanticleers were the
aggressor throughout, but a sa e
by the senior keeper early in the first
overtime period proved to be the
play of the match on defens Daniel
Gacheru po ed a pain blan ho
from e en yards that wa knocked
away by a diving Malinky
Coastal will pIa ' Its next three
game on the road beginning 1 h a
game a the niversity 0 Alabama
at Burningham a 10nday Octo e
2, at 12:30 p rn. T e ChanG er
ill then tra el to E 0 for a 4.
pm Big Sout meetino on Oct her 7 and then on to mthro on
October
for a 7·00 p m. can e
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Rebecca Park« , ataff

As women's golf prepares for upcoming toumaments, Junior
Paige Landry pauses to watch her ball soar away.

Other upcoming STAR ev l '
AIDS JVaik at Myrtle Beac PavilIOn, Saturda , Oct 13
. Jump Rope for the Heart at the Student Center, Thur. da Oct J9
I
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' UPCOIIING' SCHEDUl.E VOLLEYBALL
vs. Charleston Southern, Wed. Oct. 4,7 PM
vs. Liberty, Fri. Oct. 13, 7PM

WOMEN'S SOCCER
vs. UNC Ashville, Mon. Oct. 9, 7 PM

Women's golf swings into Fall season

m~f~~ .··.·.~~~~~··~~S~

p()ll.

mo tng from
to
NCAA, the Chanticleers have
never been ranked number one,
until now.
Coach Allen Terrell feels that
the ranking is legitimate and it
WIll hopefully bring In more recruits for upcoming years.
"Thl is the rno t publicized
golf ranking in the "orId. Every
recruJt IS looking at it," said
Terrell.
ot only i the team number one, but CCU' Ricardo
Be cansa is the number one individual golfer in the country. He
comes to CCU from Barcelona
along with Alex Larrazabal.
Thi number on ranking is
a big Improvement from last year.
At the end of the season they finished ranked o. 129. Although
thi number one ranking is a great
accompli hment, It i not their ultimate goal
"We play and work for the
ranking an June." Terrell said.
"You don't have to worry about
gc1~~.(:()I1l\pl~~."

By Rebecca Parker
The women's golf team at
Coastal takes to the links this week
for their first tournament of the
fall season. They travel to
Greenville, N.C. to take on several
other Division 1 golf teams. Their
biggest challenge will come from
James Madison University.

Th ese 1ad'les h ave been work
. Pa'Ige
- 'tmue to .Improve, "'d
sal Jumor
ing hard in the off-season by run- Landry.
ning, lifting weights, and practicOnly five golfers get to travel
ing every day. They have a new to the tournaments. Landry felt,
coach and a new attitude towards "Qualifying for tournaments has
competition.
been very competitive. Everyone is
"I feel everyone has stepped it playing really well."
Andrea
up some from last year and in or- Sarratt, Morgan O'Banion, Cheryl
derto reach our goals we must con- Seamans, Katie Embeck. and

La nd ry have qu aI'fied
litO compete
in the first two tOl,lrnaments.
Golf has two seasons during
the school year. They play in both
the fall and spring. This fall they
travel to four tournaments. l\vo are
played in Green\Ci.1le, N.C., and the
others are in Charleston and
Kiawah Island.

